Single Check and Non-Check

To add the Unmeasured-Flow Reducer (UFR) to 3/4” or smaller setters or resetters with angle single check valves, the following should be added to the end of the model number:

Example: 20-207WCDD 33 (setter with standard single check valve)
20-207WCDD 33X910 (setter with UFR single check valve)

X910  UFR angle single check valve for volumetric (PD) meter
X911  UFR angle single non-check valve for volumetric (PD) meter
X912  UFR angle single check valve for volumetric (PD) meter with pentagon test plug
X913  UFR angle single non-check valve for volumetric (PD) meter with pentagon test plug
X920  UFR angle single check valve for multi-jet meter
X921  UFR angle single non-check valve for multi-jet meter
X922  UFR angle single check valve for multi-jet meter with pentagon test plug
X923  UFR angle single non-check valve for multi-jet meter with pentagon test plug

Dual Check

To add the Unmeasured-Flow Reducer (UFR) to 3/4” or smaller setters or resetters with angle dual check valves, the following should be added to the end of the model number:

Example: 20-207WDDD 33 (setter with standard dual check valve)
20-207WDDD 33X970 (setter with UFR dual check valve)

X970  UFR angle dual check valve for volumetric (PD) meter
X971  UFR angle dual check valve for volumetric (PD) meter with pentagon test plug
X980  UFR angle dual check valve for multi-jet meter
X981  UFR angle dual check valve for multi-jet meter with pentagon test plug